
Lightweight highly durable fabric.
Many elastic inserts provide unique freedom of movement.
Ergonomically shaped trouser legs are constructed to follow the body's
natural movements.
Well-designed thigh pockets - the left with phone pocket and flap with
magnetic fastening, and the right with pen pocket and pocket suited for a
torch.
Detachable ID-card holder that can easily be attached to the thigh pocket or
D-ring - can be used on all products with D-ring.
Reflective strips around the leg, with the highest level of reflectivity, make the
user more visible to others.

Technical info
Light fabric. Reflectors on the legs. Many elasticated areas to ensure superior
mobility. Double stitched seams on leg and crotch. Low waist and form cut waist
band. Ergonomically formed trouser leg. Belt loops. D-ring. Fly with zip. Extra
large front pockets. Back pockets with reinforcement. Thigh pockets - the left with
phone pocket and flap with magnetic fastening. The right with pen pockets and
pocket for a flashlight. Detachable ID card holder suited for attachment on D-
ring or thigh pocket.

User

17879-230 Pants with thigh pockets
reflective tape - extra lightweight
MASCOT® FRONTLINE

82C42 82C43 82C44 82C45 82C46 82C47 82C48 82C49 82C50

82C51 82C52 82C54 82C56 82C58 82C60 82C62 82C64 82C66

82C68 90C46 90C47 90C48 90C49 90C50 90C51 90C52 90C54

90C56 90C58 90C60 90C62

50% cotton/50% polyester
205 g/m²

Twill.Shrinkage 1-2%.

Industrial care category B1

Certifications

Logo
Logo placement:

Workwear logo. Left back pocket. Max 10x3 cm/3.9x1.1 inch
Workwear logo. Right back pocket. Max 10x5 cm/3.9x1.9 inches
Workwear logo. Vertical on left thigh, read from the bottom upwards.
Max 25x5 cm/9.8x1.9 inches
Workwear logo. Horizontal on left thigh. Max 11x5 cm/4.3x1.9 inches
Workwear logo. Vertical on right thigh, read from the top downwards.
Max 25x5 cm/9.8x1.9 inches
Workwear logo. Horizontal on right thigh. Max 11x5 cm/4.3x1.9 inches
Workwear logo. Special placement. Contact to discuss further


